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Abstract. Artificial Intelligence is basically a study of how to make a system, 

which can think, behave and act exactly or better than what a human being can 

act or react. It tends to the issues of making AIs more wise than human, and guar-

anteeing that they utilize their propelled insight for good as opposed to ill. In the 

field of Criminal Law, the ultimate concerns for Artificial Intelligence are 

whether an autonomous vehicle, drones and robots should also be given a status 

of electronic person? Or robot considered as a legal personality just like-corpora-

tions (as a legal person-who can sue and be sued as given to Sophia-a citizenship 

in Saudi Arabia) or would it be considered as a like it as an individual person 

within the purview of law. The likelihood of making thinking machines raises a 

large group of criminal issues. Artificial Intelligence has evolved out of from four 

basic subjects: Psychology, Philosophy, Mathematics and Linguistic, they are 

making a big role in an enhancement of Artificial Intelligence. This paper intends 

to identify issues and challenges pertaining to crimes and criminals/offenders, es-

pecially in terms of whether we should consider software programme as a product 

or service, as earlier it happened in case of considering electricity as a product 

rather than considering as a service, now that what is the obstacle is here, in the 

case of negligence( rash and negligent driving) , strict product liability, and vicar-

ious liability in the field of law of penal and torts, where India lacks specific leg-

islation. The question of legal liability arises when unmanned vehicle is involved 

in a car accident, the surgical system is involved in a surgical error or the trading 

algorithm is involved in fraud, etc., now the question is who will be held liable 

for these offences. Before we delve into the potential of Artificial Intelligence, 

let’s take a step back to understand AI’s legal issues pertaining to legal liability 

of Artificial Intelligence systems under the head of legal categories such as: Law 

of Torts and, Criminal Law .Such determination is likely to get more muddled 

with the onset of AI, particularly due to the possibility of it being accorded the 

status of a person in law. I will explore criminal implications of AI / in relation to 

the use of AI. This is the most new aspects in the field of the laws of robots, self-

driving car and drones in contrast to traditional forms of responsibility-proof for 
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other’s behaviour, like children, employees, or pets which gets in addition to new 

strict liability policies, mitigating through the insurance models, systems authen-

tication, and the mechanism of allotting the burden of proof. Further this paper 

will critically analyze the nuances of using AI system in the field of penal law. At 

the end this paper will suggest and recommend solutions to overcome these issues 

and challenges through the use of doctrinal with qualitative research methods. 

Keywords: Artificial Intelligence, Negligence, Strict Product Liability, Legal 

Status, Legal implication of AI. 

1      Introduction 

If we talk about the criminal liability, which we all know is penal in nature, because 

punishment is a predominant feature of criminal proceedings, it basically not only re-

quires culpable act-actus reus (an action) but also requires mental state-mens rea (guilty 

mind) of defendant. So the fundamental principle of penal liability is actus non facit 

reum,nisi mens sit rea: the act itself is not criminal unless accompanied by a guilty mind 

. So there might be good amount of overlapping between the conduct which will later 

give rise to civil and criminal consequences, because for making anyone liable for an 

overt act/omission-a higher degree of fault require for punishing him/her. Unlike tort 

law, which basically believes in the concept of objective mental standard-what a rea-

sonable person would have done? But, here in criminal law we are more concerned 

about the defendant subjective state of mind-what actually did the perpetrator intend or 

believe to do. Mental requirements is quintessential for a crime and it differs between 

the legal systems and crimes of panoply, because mens rea requires both will direct to 

a certain act and knowledge as to the consequences that will follow from a particular 

act. Sometimes it perhaps happened that guilty mind go beyond and did some acts where 

the defendant have not foreseen the outcomes and did it, where actually the defendant 

was not intended, willed/desired for that event to take place. [1] In English law, a person 

who throws a hammer off a balcony is not likely to be found blameable of murdering a 

person on whom the hammer lands until and unless the defendant intended either to 

cause death(culpable) or serious damage.[2] 

 

As discussed by legal scholar Gabriel Hallevy[3], how and whether artificial intelli-

gent entities may be held liable-criminally? He classified laws as follows: 

 

-   Cases where actually actus reus comprises of an actions, or where the actus reus 

be composed of a failure to act; and 
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-   In cases of mens rea, whether it requires knowledge or being informed of or 

whether it only requires only negligence-a prudent and reasonable person would have 

known or lastly, it requires strict liability where no mens rea needs to be show-

case/demonstrated. 

1.1 THEORIES OF PUNISHMENT IN AI 

Which theories of punishment would apply in AI? 

 

In the words of Salmond, The law may be defined as the body of principles recog-

nised and applied by the State in the administration of justice. 

 

In case if an individual fails to carry out legally enforceable duty its state that is 

empowered to punish the offenders. This theory is based on Sovereign power to admin-

ister criminal justice are: 

 

1.1.1 Deterrent theory 

 

This theory is based on the principle that punishment should be of such nature so as 

to prove the deterrent for the wrongdoer and for the rest of the society as well. Basically 

it sets out the example before the rest of the people the effect of breaking the law, so if 

in any case they intend to break the law they have to face the consequences, i.e. punish-

ment before all at public places. Though in practice it of less use because most of the 

crimes are carried out in a spur of moment, theory can check conduct but not spontane-

ous action. 

 

Now moving ahead with the theory of Over-Deterrence with respect to AI, if the 

programmers are potentially liable and subject to criminal charges then the probability 

is more of new and powerful AI in future- would likely to be happen, with more progress 

and development in nature and of its kinds. Now for the actions/inactions caused by AI 

to victims of danger/harm, the liability and the financial burden of monetary compen-

sation could be passed on to either on an insurer or an employer-or simply taken as a 

business risk. It is difficult for a person to shirk by telling that he was just following the 

orders of superior because contrary to that criminal liability is generally personal in 

nature. Furthermore, talking in terms of monetary- criminality has a social cost which 

cannot be displaced or obliterate necessarily. If this legal liability would be on program-

mers, then perhaps would be less chances of inclination towards invent or release which 

would be otherwise beneficial technology. [4] 

 

1.1.2 Retributive Theory 
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The concept of retributive theory is to take revenge, which is based on the principle 

of tooth for tooth and eye for an eye. In the absence of state as an authority individual 

used to take the revenge for the fault/wrong committed against them by themselves, 

there was no agency to help them out. Retributive theory is considered as mean for the 

administration of justice but to decide proportion of retributory move is hard. Further-

more, this theory perhaps taken as mean to an end. So, depending on this notion it is 

said that criminality is such a serious and lasting penalty, which is reserved for a situa-

tion in which specific perpetrator offence is of that nature. Massive challenge with re-

gards to AI is that the more advanced it will become the more hard it will be to hold 

human liable for its act/omission, so let alone guilty for its act/omission without exag-

gerating the accepted ideas of causation out of recognition. John Danaher- a legal phi-

losopher has explained the delta between humanity expectations that make someone 

liable for the acts, and because of our present scenario where we are failing to apply 

criminal law- in AI, is giving and opening a door for retributive gap.[5] 

 

Though, it quite apparent from the fact as shown above, it is fairly possible to segre-

gate the liability from the monetary/paying compensation when it comes to private law 

context, but splitting the liability and paying compensation in criminal law is pretty 

difficult or we can say it is somehow problematic generally. 

 

Retributive punishment is connected to both the approach namely- not just moral 

desert rather pragmatic approach too. Danaher cautions.....I have noted how doctrines 

of command responsibility or gross negligence could be unfairly stretched so as to in-

appropriately blame the manufacturers and programmers. Anyone who cares about the 

strict requirements of retributive justice, or indeed justice more generally should be con-

cerned about the risk of moral scapegoating.[6] 

 

So the two options have been given here: 

 

a. Firstly, either to serve AI actions as Acts of God this would have no legal conse-

quences/results thereof. 

 

Or 

 

b. Secondly, somehow managing to find a liable human for that matter. Unlike floods 

or earthquakes, then AI acts would not likely to be seen as not fortunate enough but 

ethically neutral natural disasters.[7] 
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2 HUMANS LIABILITY- FOR THE ACTIONS OF AI 

 

As, Hallevy proposes three legal models of AI system which might be considered 

when the offences committed by it: 

 

2.1 Perpetrator-via-another: Humans vicarious Criminal Liability 

 

If crime is committed by a person who is mentally deficient, like-a lunatic, a child, 

or an animal, then the offender here is held to be an innocent agent because of their 

mental capacities to form a mens rea (guilty mind) which is pertinent to make anyone 

liable for it. This holds true in case of strict liability offences too. Furthermore, if the 

innocent person has been instructed by another person, as an instance if the dog owner 

instructed his dog to hit and attack someone, and dog did it, so here the criminal liability 

is on the owner/instructor who instructed his dog, to do such wrongdoing.[8] Likewise 

AI programs could also be held here as an innocent agent, so if we go by this model, 

then we could either hold the- users or the software programmer- legally liable for an 

offence as an offender/perpetrator via another. 

Natural-probable-consequence [9]: AI-an innocent agent.  

 

What happens in this model is suppose AI has been programmed for doing good 

actions but as it was used inappropriately that it loses its purposes and committed 

wrongdoing as a result of it. Here moving forward with an example of what legal scholar 

Hallevy cited as an example where an employee of Japan working in motorcycle factory 

was hit by an artificially intelligent robot who was working close to him but what made 

robot to do so? Because robot has perceived that employee as his threat to his accom-

plishment, so robot in a spur of moment hit that employee in adjacent direction of op-

erating machine by using its hydraulic arm, robot pushed the surprised employee into 

the machine, caving him spontaneously and then resumed its duties. 

 

Natural and probable consequence legal use is to prosecute the accomplices for an 

offence and held him liable for the consequences. No demonstration of conspiracy hap-

pened still under the purview of US law that accomplice is legally held liable even if 

the act of the offender were only a natural and probable.[10] Accomplice is held liable 

in case he provoked or instigated or encouraged and aided that act and was aware of the 

criminal scheme as such which was underway.[11] 
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Likewise, in the same way users or more precisely programmers would be held le-

gally liable if already has the knowledge of the fact that their programs or its use of an 

application was of natural and probable consequence of that kind. So, here the distinc-

tion should be drawn between the AI programs- one who knows that a criminal scheme 

is under process or have been designed/programmed to do a criminal act, on the other 

side- those who doesn’t know that they were programmed/designed for another pur-

poses. For the latter part of this para, prosecution is exempted because here the mens 

rea requires knowledge for committing a crime which is not present in this case though 

it would be applicable in the case of a reasonable person mens rea or strict liability 

offences.[12] 

 

Direct Liability: This model talks about two ingredients of a crime to an AI system- 

 

a. Act, which is physical i.e. Actus reus, and 

 

b. Intent, which is mental i.e. Mens rea. 

 

Relatively easy to ascribe an actus reus to an AI system. For an instance, if a system 

takes an action which resultant into an offence/criminal act or if it fails to take an action 

where it was under duty to take and act, so, in this scenario the actus reus of a crime/of-

fence has been caused as a consequence. 

 

What is tough to establish in an offence is mens rea, much harder to prove, perhaps 

because of its nature it demands the three levels of mens rea which has become im-

portant to prove the legal liability, as even under the case of strict liability offences also 

no intent (guilty mind) is required to commit a crime, indeed possible to hold AI-

programs liable-criminally. As an instance- Self-driving cars, if this car speed-up then 

it will come under the purview of strict liability offence. As, legal scholar Hallevy ex-

plained a scenario, where a self-driving car speeding/crossing the speed limit for the 

road which s/he is on, automatically the law would assign to AI program the criminal 

liability for breaking the law whilst driving the car in a spur of moment. 

 

The probability raises a number of other issues as well like defences-can a program 

which is malfunctioning can claim for a defence under defence of insanity similar to 

humans? Can it claim defences similar to coercion or intoxication if it gets affected by 

an electronic virus? Who would be directly held legally liable for an act of AI system-

if it commits any offences?[13] 

 

One of the main difficulties that we might experience when we begin to examine Al 

with respect to criminal justice is the suggestions for one of the essential ideas in 
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criminal law: acting (actus reaus).[14] Criminal law is characterized by its capacity as 

a reaction to a wrongdoing, which is understood crosswise over western wards as a 

demonstration[15]. It is an entrenched rule of modem criminal law that no one but acts 

can acquire criminal risk; not considerations, convictions, or aims alone. In both prece-

dent-based/civil law and common law frameworks, the investigation into criminal obli-

gation begins at the fundamental dimension of acting: the idea is reflected in actus reus 

in the main framework and incorporated into the German Tatbestandsmifj3igkeit in the 

most noticeable agent locale of the last mentioned' (which means "satisfaction of the 

components of the offense," while Tat itself signifies "act"). [16]In spite of the fact that 

there exists no single, predictable definition that applies to every western locale about 

what establishes a demonstration or "lead" on account of United States law under crim-

inal law, similar parts of acting keep coming up in principle and on the off chance that 

law in various lawful frameworks, which addresses their significance, paying little re-

spect to whether they are at last embraced or not. In the United States, for example, the 

Model Penal Code characterizes criminal responsibility all things considered: "An indi-

vidual isn't blameworthy of an offense except if his liability depends on direct which 

incorporates a wilful demonstration or the exclusion to play out a demonstration of 

which he is physically skilled,"[17] while under "General Definitions" a demonstration 

is characterized as "substantial development" (regardless of whether deliberate or 

not)[18]. Moreover, the demonstration necessity is broadly viewed as the most striking, 

or maybe the main, special case to the standard that substantive criminal law in the 

United States isn't managed under constitutional law.[19] 

 

In Germany, a main ward in common law, the overarching assessment among crim-

inal law researchers is that a demonstration must be controllable by the performer and 

"socially pertinent"- as such, it needs to pass on social importance. A case of this would 

be, for example, a demonstration that alludes, identifies with, or is coordinated at some-

one else, not only oneself, as liberal scholars would propose in accordance with John 

Stuart Mill's popular explanation of the Harm Principle that power must be practiced 

without wanting to so as to counteract damage to other people[20]. Further to that, every 

single western ward has fused exclusion or inability to act into the ideas of acting or 

lead. Without broadly expounding, it appears that ideas like substantial development (or 

disappointment thereof) that are wilful, extroversive, and socially important in a way 

that is significant to criminal law are basic parts of acting. It is essential to note here 

that when a culprit utilizes items or devices or machines to achieve the ideal outcome, 

the wrongdoing is as yet thought about the culprit's activities. At the point when the 

culprit exploits conscious creatures, similar to creatures, that don't have the ability to 

reason or completely handle a circumstance and the pertinent lawful ramifications, 

criminal law again respects the individual controlling the aware being as the one "act-

ing." Even in instances of human performers that don't have full limit, or on the other 
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hand, human on-screen characters with full limit who are constrained or deceived into 

representing the advantage of another, criminal law regularly sees this as acting by the 

individual "off camera," while the individual who physically carried out the demonstra-

tion is viewed as a minor instrument of the key on-screen character. For example, the 

German Criminal Code unequivocally states under Section 25 that a principle is some-

one who "carries out the offense himself or through another."[21] Against this setting, 

artificial intelligence brings up some amazingly fascinating issues. Most importantly, it 

welcomes us to think about whether Al operators/agents are acting in the feeling of 

criminal law. Furthermore, also, it urges us to consider distinctive methods of acting 

with regards to human specialists/agents. These are the opposite sides of a similar in-

quiry, as an offense that may be "submitted" by an Al specialist/agent, for instance, an 

autonomous cars running over and accordingly murdering an individual should be cred-

ited to somebody. Might it be able to be credited to the Al operator/agent in which case, 

we yield that the self-driving car is acting? Should it be credited to the individual in the 

background the driver that neglected to recover control or maybe the planner/designer 

that made a calculation/algorithm that permitted this development?[22] 

 

It is additionally essential to take note of that Al will present difficulties for criminal 

law hypothesis and legal practice not just in light of the fact that it may welcome us to 

consider advanced Al operators/agents as on-screen characters of wrongdoings, yet in 

addition since it presents further human performing artists in the question to quality 

criminal risk: an Al specialist/agent will be, both at first and regarding how it gains from 

information and adjusts, subordinate upon its plan and programming, which fundamen-

tally incorporates human operators, for example, its architects, software engineers, and 

designers as important on-screen characters. Al specialists/agents will likewise in some 

cases or rather, quite often, in the ebb and flow phase of technological advancement 

collaborate with an administrator, just as other human performers that they fundamen-

tally draw in for instance, with different drivers, on account of keen vehicles/cars.[23] 

Every one of these people is "brought" into the scene of the wrongdoing for addressing, 

driving criminal law to settle on troublesome yet fascinating choices while crediting 

risk/liability. Obviously, the response to these inquiries can't be given without infor-

mation of the response to the most essential inquiry of all: what are Al and what is it 

equipped for doing? 'Since Al isn't certain something however is always developing, the 

appropriate response and with it, criminal law's reaction will colossally subordinate 

upon the individual realities of the current case. A self-driving car that ought to consist-

ently be managed by a present, equipped, and lawfully authorized driver, for instance, 

is a very surprising situation than a completely autonomous car that drives a minor or 

an alcoholic individual securely home. However, criminal law needs to plan for both 

these conceivable outcomes and give custom fitted reactions. By and large, AI brain-

power is related with the capacity to adjust as indicated by the input got so as to take 
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care of issues and address circumstances that go past the predefined set of inquiries and 

guidelines that the Al was customized with. Basically, AI mirrors the human capacity 

to process data and learn. All things considered, it can "choose" how to react to remark-

able situations and furthermore "pick" how to explore a novel circumstance towards 

effectively accomplishing some goal. As Al applications extend and people turn out to 

be increasingly alright with them, many imagine Al that will turn out to be genuinely 

autonomous from their human partners and go up against its very own real existence. 

Under the present condition of advancement, it appears that Al activities could barely 

fall under the meaning of acting. Regardless of whether we put aside as old the "real" 

measurement of acting, which by definition would never apply to a machine, a wise 

operator's developments could not be viewed as "socially important" nor as "intentional" 

as in criminal law infers.[24] Social significance might be grounded in a particular au-

thentic setting, yet it is worked after some time through an advancement of social ele-

ments and discernments," and Al operators are still too youthful to even think about 

having assembled such a "minimum amount" of social significance and significance. 

This, in any case, may change later on as people and social orders turn out to be increas-

ingly more acquainted with Al specialists/agents, particularly administration robots that 

acclimatize a human-like appearance. With respect to intentionality, this could be at 

first look ascribed to any operator that "picks" in view of a given arrangement of reali-

ties, so that even a PC picking one of two accessible choices dependent on info and a 

set target may be said to pick. In any case, on a more profound dimension, intentionality, 

even in substantial developments, is pulling in the capacity for judgment and unre-

strained choice.[25] That is the reason, for example, an individual's real development 

while sleepwalking or as a reflex does not consider deliberate under criminal law, and 

this accentuation on the capacity for judgment is reflected considerably further with 

regards to fault and discipline.' In this specific circumstance, regardless of whether one 

views an Al operator's/agent activities as acting in the criminal law sense are pivotal for 

causation.[26] On the off chance that an Al operator/agent is just an instrument on ac-

count of the human specialist/agent, much like a lifeless apparatus, for example, a mallet 

or a blade, at that point the appropriate response is straightforward. In any case, matters 

turn out to be somewhat increasingly complex when we think about Al that is suffi-

ciently intricate to see a circumstance and continue with acting-or, neglect to act where 

it could have acted and hence enable the unsafe outcome to happen. However regardless 

of whether we comprehend the "decisions" made by Al as acting is firmly connected to 

how we see different issues, for example, the significant inquiry of personhood. [27] 

3 REVISITING: PERSONHOOD AND BLAME 

Artificial Intelligence reasoning by definition imitates one of the basic qualities of 

the human species, that of adjusting to one's condition, and accordingly, it welcomes us 
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to return to our comprehension of personhood.[28] Personhood is an idea that underlies 

criminal law as well as each field of law, as it is firmly connected to our ability to per-

form legitimately significant acts and realize lawfully pertinent improvements.[29] Ver-

ifiably, our comprehensions of being an individual has been associated with human ca-

pacity for self-reflection, and self-heart, that is, our capacity to see our autonomous 

presence and its limits that extend into the past and future. As things stand at present, 

Al units don't appear to have that equivalent level of mindfulness (or any whatsoever) 

that would enable us to think about their circumstance as equal to the human experience-

in spite of the fact that this may change later on. In some capacity, personhood is like-

wise connected with our capacity to set objectives for ourselves and seek after them, 

which for the time being is by all accounts amazingly confined with regards to Al oper-

ators/agent. While they may have the capacity to scale and set free, littler destinations 

so as to achieve their general objective, this more prominent target is as yet set by the 

human software engineer or client (or significantly another Al developer or client that 

has been thus at first created by a human). On account of self-governing vehicles, for 

instance, while the Al programming may be in a situation to settle on choices on the 

spot with respect to traffic, the general objective of securely exploring to the periodic 

wanted goal is foreordained. It would be an oversight not to take note of that there is 

truth in the explanation that our very own humanly conceivable impression of our mind-

fulness and our level of opportunity in defining our own objectives and in settling on 

decisions is a long way from complete.[30] Frequently there are factors having an effect 

on everything that limit our opportunity and misshape our mindfulness, while savants 

and researchers are as yet thinking about on how precisely we structure our self-com-

prehension and our still, small voice. In any case, there is an undeniable subjective dis-

tinction between our own, now and again fluffy or mysterious, capacity to self-reflect 

and an Al specialist's/agent inadequacies on a similar issue. On the off chance that an 

Al specialist can't be viewed as an individual, it couldn't by all appearances appreciate 

rights and be bound by commitments as people do. [31]There is again a subjective con-

trast between a limitation and a commitment, and keeping in mind that an Al unit might 

be modified to cling to specific confinements, insofar as this adherence isn't the result 

of its own volition, it can't be considered a "commitment" all things considered. In any 

case, when we swing to the issue of rights, things marginally transform; it is generally 

acknowledged that rights work uniquely in contrast to commitments for subjects that 

are not viewed as equipped for undertaking commitments under the law.[32] For in-

stance, a minor can regularly go into contracts that pass on upon them benefits however 

not commitments, or which are substantial concerning rights met and void with respect 

to commitments. Of late, a great deal has been said on the issue of perceiving every 

living creature's common sense entitlement, not least since we have at long last started 

to comprehend that creatures are aware creatures that experience and a lot more exten-

sive scope of sentiments than already acknowledged; as both research and lawful grant 
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propels on this issue, it may be possible that specific improvements may be reasonable 

for transposing in the field of Al specialists as to their "rights" or "opportunities." with 

regards to criminal law, personhood is intently connected with fault, as just an individ-

ual who can separate directly from wrong[33] and is in a situation to pick can be accused 

for fouling up. Fault surmises the capacity to appreciate what every decision will in-

volve and the capacity to openly pick. Verifiably, this goes past essentially connecting 

one choice with criminal law repercussions and the other with strolling free despite the 

fact that by and by it might just be decreased to that. In that regard, it must be noticed 

that the focal point of prevention hypotheses is unequivocally on basically disheartening 

individuals from perpetrating violations, paying little heed to their inward intentions, 

while fundamental lawful positivist lessons are to a limited extent devoted to liberating 

adherence to lawful guidelines from the weight of inseparable relationship with good 

contemplations. Against this setting, it is critical to take note of an occasionally ne-

glected angle, in particular that mens rea and accuse necessities were initially formu-

lated as a shield against maltreatment of state control in the activity of criminal law 

authorization; they were intended to guarantee that nobody would be considered respon-

sible for a wrongdoing if the individual was rationally uninformed of what had occurred 

or did not participate in it with some level of volition or quiet submission.[34] Anybody 

held criminally at risk for direct ought to have had some dimension of learning and goal 

(or the obligation to have known and to take care to maintain a strategic distance from) 

concerning the after-effects of their activities. This once noteworthy improvement took 

advantage of our group inborn human capacity to comprehend, pass moral judgment on, 

and control our activities. It additionally mirrored a profound admiration for people, as 

it treated them based on their educated decisions; one would just languish the outcomes 

over their activities since they picked so. This methodology rests, on a more profound 

dimension, on admiration for the opportunity to try and act wrongly and perpetrate hurt 

it is just when one reliably settles on that decision, that they will be rebuffed.[35] This 

is the reason youngsters, for example, who don't yet completely capture the outcomes 

of their activities, or people with psychological well-being difficulties that keep them 

from thinking legitimately, are dealt with distinctively under criminal law. At last, crim-

inal risk/liability is a reaction held for the individuals who could have met people's high 

expectations yet decided not to. Once more, this methodology is seemingly an alternate 

route; it throws away an especially advanced worries about how human plan is figured 

just as any questions about whether our through and through freedom is without a doubt 

free and our very own all things considered. As law so regularly does when all is said 

in done, this is both a speculation and an improvement and one may even detect a trace 

of revelation caught in it.[36] Regardless, the move far from torment, constrained work 

as discipline, and the death penalty (for the majority of the Western world) similarly 

reflected appreciation for a culprit's intrinsic humankind; on a basic level, the law isn't 

permitted to contact a convict's body or end their life. Correspondingly, the general 
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standard that a reasonable and only preliminary by a legal body is required before any 

detainment can genuinely be forced is again the consequence of appreciation for being 

human. In that sense, it appears that modem criminal law and all its dynamic improve-

ments were structured by people for people and constantly rotated around the way that 

we as a whole offer some intrinsically human quality that should be regarded even in 

our ugliest hour.[37] Obviously, this dynamic inclination isn't without special cases or 

infrequent relapse, yet it lies at the core of modem criminal law hypothesis and prac-

tice.[38] At the season of this improvement in criminal law hypothesis, just human op-

erators had this kind of keenness that frames the premise of criminal risk. Animal, in 

spite of the fact that they do be able to convey and settle on qualified decisions to some 

degree, don't have a similar dimension of capacity to comprehend or pick among good 

and bad or, regardless, between what the laws restricts and what it permits or re-

quests.[39] Lawful people, then again, which are the sole noticeable case of broadening 

criminal obligation past human performers, are as yet dependent on human organiza-

tion. In the first place, they are fundamentally legitimate fictions, an interpretation of 

our aggregate endeavours into lawfully applicable terms, and thusly are not invested 

with brains in spite of the fact that there is something to be said about corporate culture 

what's more, the manner in which an aggregate operator can after some time set up 

instruments and procedures that outperform its individual individuals.[40] However as 

opposed to creatures, which are plainly something profoundly not the same as people 

yet don't have the equivalent legitimately pertinent capacities, organizations grabbed 

the attention of criminal law unequivocally on the grounds that they are so intently laced 

with human specialists. Organizations are made up by people who now and then inten-

tionally use them to escape obligation regarding criminal lead, and this is a piece of the 

motivation behind why criminal law in numerous locales has ventured in and presented 

some type of "criminal risk" for legitimate people. However there is something to be 

said for the way that, in numerous purviews, lawful people are not expose to criminal 

punishments, yet just authoritative authorizations, decisively in light of the fact that 

criminal law can't worry about specialists that can't settle on good choices and along 

these lines can't be accused.[41] Artificial Intelligence consciousness is totally not the 

same as the two creatures and lawful people. It isn't alive, similar to creatures, yet it isn't 

just a fiction, similar to partnerships. However it could be considered existing (in any 

event after its underlying creation) freely and without the contribution of people and it 

could reason, which separates it from both legitimate people in the primary appreciation 

and from creatures in the last mentioned. At last, it is an open inquiry whether Al may 

later on build up a type of still, small voice and even the limit with respect to morals 

and thinking that may enable it to be exposed to fault comparable to a human specialist 

which isn't the situation with legitimate people or creatures. Be that as it may, as long 

as both our comprehension and the common sense of fault are related with mindfulness 

and cognizant choices established in the human experience, Al operators can't share. A 
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similar point could be made about discipline. Despite the fact that we could consider 

disciplines for Al specialists that are generally "proportional" to those for people, there 

is as yet a contention to be made that these counterpartsâ€™ sanctions are marginally 

unimportant. Every significant hypothesis about discipline, from retributivism to recov-

ery (spare maybe for explicit discouragement), surmise an open perspective among op-

erators that in principle take an interest similarly in a mutual affair of the world and an 

attention to their very own and each other's presence.[42] Discipline is an aggregate 

method for reacting to wrongdoing coordinated at an operator that can comprehend its 

criticalness just as its pertinence to their criminal conduct which is the reason individu-

als with lessened limit are, when in doubt, not expose to criminal authorizations. In the 

event that an Al programming were erased as a type of the death penalty, would anybody 

say that "it got what it merited" with regards to the "appropriate reward" approach? 

What's more, in the event that it was deactivated for a specific timeframe, might we be 

able to genuinely trust that other Al units would be deflected from participating in com-

parative direct? Until a positive response to no less than one of these inquiries seems 

likely, a discussion about criminal discipline for Al specialists appears to be to some 

degree lost.[43] 

 

3.1 POTENTIAL OPTIONS FOR ASSIGNING CRIMINAL LIABILITY 

FOR THE ACTIONS OF AI 

For the situation where an outcome is achieved by an "activity" (or "oversight") on 

part of an Al specialist, at that point a request about crediting criminal risk emerges. 

The response to how and if-criminal responsibility ought to be credited will vigorously 

rely upon the conditions of each case, as laid out beneath. In every one of these cases, 

methodologies and ideas effectively commonplace to criminal law may offer the ar-

rangement; in any case, the centre will move to the way legitimate experts, administra-

tors, judges, and professionals will adjust, enhance, or choose to solidly clutch their 

present understandings of these ideas.[44] 

 

DETERMINATION OF LIABILITY? 
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  Instrumental Use of an AI Agent.  

The first and most effortless situation is very direct: imagine a scenario where a hu-

man on-screen character controls an Al specialist/agent into doing the human's offering, 

with the expectation to carry out specific wrongdoing. In such cases, the conspicuous 

arrangement is to hold the individual controlling the Al operator/agent responsible.[45] 

This could be a developer that effectively embeds a calculation intended to murder into 

Al programming or an administrator that educates Al programming with the goal that it 

will incur mischief to other people. Regardless, the Al operator can't be viewed as what-

ever else yet an apparatus in the hands of the human "behind the drapery." However, 

the way by which to attribute obligation may vary as per the dimension of refinement 

that the Al specialist/agent has. On account of apparatuses like a sled, for instance, we 

are never discussing "crediting"[46] the activity of the mallet to the human utilizing it 

the development of the device is promptly comprehended as the activity of the human 

operator/agent. On account of creatures, we frequently liken them in lawful terms with 

things that can be controlled by their lord (in spite of the fact that they would never be 

controlled in an outright sense, similar to an instrument). In both these cases, we view 

the human on-screen character as the culprit of the criminal demonstration. Things 

begin to change when we experience the likelihood of a human utilizing another human 

as a "signifies" to carry out wrongdoing. In these cases, for instance, when an individual 

is deceived so as to shoot at somebody feeling that the individual was possibly shooting 

at a lifeless target or when an attendant is deceived into offering toxin to patient 
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reasoning they were just controlling a drug/medicine, we could discuss execution by 

another.[47] However these methodology directions the presence of a middle person 

(the "another") who is, in principle, in a situation to mediate as the occasions that estab-

lish the criminal lead unfurl an individual who could comprehend what is happening or 

who, regardless, could act generally. On the off chance that this isn't the situation, we 

would not discuss execution by another but rather basically about "execution," as we do 

with creatures. "Another" is an immediate reference to "another human." In request, at 

that point, for this hypothesis to bode well with regards to Al specialists/agents, they 

ought to be advanced and many-sided enough to have the capacity to comprehend what 

was happening and to pick in like manner regardless of whether at last they were de-

ceived into the ideal direct by the culprit in the background. One could contend that a 

self-driving car that was essentially customized to go in the city and keep running over 

individuals is a significant unexpected situation in comparison to a driver who controls 

an Al vehicle into seeing a specific individual as an insignificant item they can securely 

keep running over. One could even start to feel the "pull" of moral judgment against the 

human performing artist in the second case, as a (misleadingly) smart specialist is con-

trolled into submitting an unsafe activity it would somehow never do. Eventually, it all 

relies upon whether technological advancement will enable us to see Al opera-

tors/agents as adequately human-like or not. Now, it is additionally fascinating to take 

note of that there are cases that may happen where an Al specialist goes past the initially 

expected criminal act. For instance, a self-ruling vehicle is modified to go out and harm 

a human however rather winds up slaughtering the human.[48] In those cases, the final 

product is something other than what's expected than the human performing artist has 

planned, and the hypothesis of attributing obligation dependent on the predictability and 

likelihood of the wrongdoing that was really carried out as a result of the proposed 

criminal direct may demonstrate useful. This model is typically utilized while crediting 

risk to an assistant or an instigator and depends on a sort of carelessness on part of the 

accessory or instigator. Under this model, criminal responsibility is credited to an assis-

tant or an instigator when they could and ought to have predicted the distinctive outcome 

that happened as a plausible result of the first planned act. In this way, in our model, the 

human performer could be held at risk if the slaughtering was a plausible and predictable 

result of the human's structure to the autonomous car/vehicle to go out and harm a spe-

cific person. If, be that as it may, the wrongdoing/harm eventually carried out had noth-

ing to do with the one proposed (e.g., a robot is requested to take a letter and rather 

bums down a house), at that point the culprit in the background can't be held criminally 

responsible.[49] 

3.2 Recklessness and Negligence 

On a comparative note, carelessness is the model that most fittingly can be utilized 
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to credit criminal responsibility for unintended direct that happens with regards to an Al 

specialist's/agents typical programming or use-that is, as it does its obligations without 

glitch.[50] Here, the emphasis moves on a considerate originator or administrator who 

fail to take due consideration so as to keep a bothersome result that could happen inside 

the typical execution of the Al specialist/agent and which the software engineer or client 

ought to have anticipated. In these cases, the Al specialist/agent works suitably and in 

the release of its responsibility carries out a wrongdoing/harm a basic precedent would 

be a cleaning robot that pulverizes significant property confusing it with dirt.[51] In 

such cases, the fundamental inquiry to be addressed is whether the developer or the 

client could have anticipated this improvement and whether they were in a situation to 

act so as to avert it. Carelessness, fundamentally, spins around the liability to take suit-

able and sensible consideration to avert damage to other people and spotlights on the 

predictability of the unfortunate result.[52] In situations where the human operator re-

ally anticipated the result and chose to dismiss it-and as indicated by the purview care-

lessness would be the suitable model to credit responsibility. 

3.3 Respondeat Superior? 

Strict liability isn't incomprehensible in criminal law, however it remains in obvious 

pressure with a large number of its hidden standards some of which, in regards to 

through and through freedom and the naturally human ability to make (even unjust) 

choices, were examined previously. However in numerous western purviews/jurisdic-

tion, strict responsibility offenses exist, from medication ownership to especially minor 

offenses like driving infractions. The idea of vicarious risk (or, in fitting to the current 

topic terms, of respondent prevalent/superior--"let the master answer") gets mostly from 

tort law, where it is especially connected to vicarious liability on an individual respon-

sible for another, (for example, a business/employer with respect to a worker/em-

ployee)[53] for the bad behaviour of their operator. This connection between an opera-

tor/agent and a better/superior shows up at first extraordinarily appropriate than the cur-

rent circumstance. Much the same as with Al operators/agents, on account of vicarious 

risk/liability, the specialist that submitted the bad behaviour is an autonomously smart 

and proficient one. Be that as it may, the idea is drastically changed when transposed in 

criminal law and in light of current circumstances. One can't endure a similar low edge 

of scholarly and volitional inclusion for the commitment to embrace obligation regard-

ing a tort and for a wrongdoing. Criminal law is regularly connected with grave ramifi-

cations for the one found to tolerate risk, so the edge must be higher.[54] This point has 

additionally an increasingly broad understanding to offer: any potential model of cred-

iting obligation for the human operator/agent who is some way or another engaged with 

a wrongdoing perpetrated by an Al specialist should differ not just contingent upon 

conditions, for example, the complexity of the knowledge of the Al operator/agent or 
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the level of control of the human operator/agent, yet in addition on the sort of wrong-

doing/harm submitted.[55] As such, the limit ought to be higher for genuine violations, 

for example, executing, and could be lower for moderately minor ones, for example, the 

devastation of a modest thing that has a place with an outsider. On account of strict 

responsibility, not exclusively is our more profound comprehension of what criminal 

law is and what it does in question, yet in addition extraordinary and going after strategy 

concerns. Presenting strict liability/responsibility may fulfil a social interest for respon-

sibility that could demonstrate vital in the acknowledgment and more extensive utiliza-

tion of Al specialists/agent; then again, it could undermine the possibility to additionally 

create Al applications on the grounds that the planners or administrators would be de-

bilitated by the probability of being found criminally at risk for acts they didn't mean or 

yield to.[56] In this specific circumstance, strict responsibility could either be held just 

for minor offenses when they fall inside the room for mistakes with respect to the human 

specialist/agent, regardless of whether it is a programming or a working blunder, or it 

could be disposed of totally as a model for crediting criminal responsibility. Maybe the 

most ideal approach to consider strict legal liability is in a setting where it is joined with 

carelessness necessities, in a methodology displayed after (criminal) responsibility/lia-

bility for flawed items.[57] 

3.4 Direct Liability or Bad Luck 

Regardless of whether everything is done legitimately with respect to human special-

ists, an Al operator may even now glitch and therefore cause hurt. In these cases, no 

human is to blame, and the topic of how to manage criminal obligation stays open.[58] 

Another critical and extraordinary situation to consider is the point at which an Al spe-

cialist "purposely" exacts hurt. The second situation appears to be fantastical until fur-

ther notice. As Al isn't yet at a phase where it could truly foul up, as talked about above, 

forcing direct criminal risk ought to be precluded. In the event that and when Al ade-

quately creates to comply with a portion of the criteria set out above, at that point, this 

inquiry may be rethought. Indeed, even in those cases, in any case, a breakdown can't 

be accused of an Al operator anything else than acts performed while inebriated can be 

accused of a human specialist. In such instances of glitch, it is recommended that people 

ought to figure out how to live with this terrible advancement, much in a similar vein 

that they have figured out how to live with the consequences of a scaffold crumbling 

because of a tropical storm or a punctured tire that prompts a fender bender.[59] Not all 

things can be anticipated, forestalled, or contained, and in regular day to day existence, 

there are a few examples where nobody is to be faulted considerably more be held crim-

inally obligated for an unfortunate result. As it were, not all things can or ought to be 

controlled under criminal law. Contingent upon the nature that people will create with 

Al operators later on, this choice may end up being a suitable option in contrast to 
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criminal risk, despite the fact that strategy suggestions must be considered as almost 

certainly, Al acknowledgment rates may endure at first."[60] 

LAST THOUGHTS: CAN Al AGENTS TRULY MURDER?.  

Artificial Intelligence reasoning and its advancement in the following years will 

without doubt present incredible difficulties for criminal law, which go past the topic of 

criminal risk. With new innovation and unquestionably more far-reaching utilization of 

Al specialists than is at present possible, new open doors for wrongdoing will 

emerge.[61] For example, if independent vehicles wind up typical on our boulevards, 

we will at some point or another need to consider new sorts of wrongdoings that could 

be carried out by programmers and how to keep the commission of fear-based oppres-

sion offenses that could be executed by utilizing the all-inclusive capacities of savvy 

autos.[62] Furthermore, new legitimate standards should be conceived to control safe 

driving and applicable violations; the connection between a self-sufficient vehicle, its 

driver and travellers, and outsiders (different drivers, travellers, or people on foot); pro-

tection and tort cases; and security as to self-sufficient vehicles. At long last, law im-

plementation should be furnished with new powers and obligations so as to address the 

new circumstance; for instance, we should consider under which conditions a law au-

thorization officer may be permitted to pull over an independent vehicle, and how. Be 

that as it may, the absolute first rush of vibrations that will be felt in criminal law will 

without a doubt incorporate issues that spin around criminal obligation. In this unique 

situation, legitimate experts will be welcome to return to, enhance, and reshape central 

ideas, as examined previously. Legislators and precedent-based law judges should think 

of models that enough location designation and burden of criminal responsibility, spe-

cialists/agents and adjudicators should see how to best apply them by and by, and in-

quire about by legitimate researchers should move centre so as to illuminate this discus-

sion.[63] The outcomes may be as earth-shattering as Al innovation itself; these changes 

may even one day lead us to re-evaluate the very establishments of criminal responsi-

bility, unjust acts, and fault. There exist among legitimate researchers assessments as of 

now for the burden of criminal risk/liability on Al specialists/agents.[64] However com-

parative recommendations appear to depend, at any rate with respect to how things at 

present remain, on a roundabout contention that makes one wonder. They seem to un-

derestimate the adage that Al specialists/agent can satisfy the prerequisites for mens rea, 

despite the fact that mens rea as an idea was unmistakably imagined in light of human 

operators/agent including criminal obligation/liability of legitimate people, since these 

are close to aggregate ventures comprised of human agent, in which case the criminal 

risk/liability guarantee lays on the law's powerlessness to "penetrate the cover/veil" and 

credit obligation to the human behind the corporate fiction, as clarified previously. 

However, Al is something totally extraordinary.[65] It is absolutely no fiction any 

longer yet free and conceivably ready to end up completely autonomous. In the event 
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that it is to be taken care of with legitimate apparatuses that were contrived for people, 

we should set up either that it is adequately human-like, which does not yet appear to 

be the situation, or that the current apparatuses are additionally reasonable for non-peo-

ple, which particularly on account of mens rea and fault is, somewhere around, a matter 

of question, as the entire idea mirrors our aggregate involvement of being human. In 

this way, underestimating mens rea prerequisites could suitably be satisfied by non-

human (or, rather, non-human-like) insightful specialists fundamentally surmises the 

impression of verifiably and observationally educated ideas, for example, decision, wil-

fulness, learning, and purpose as essentially specialized terms with no inseparable es-

tablishing in the human experience. This is an intense and maybe forward-looking meth-

odology, however one that can't be taken as plainly obvious without first analyzing those 

points of view that would neutralize it-some of which this Paper has endeavoured to 

verbalize.[66] On the off chance that present criminal law ideas were contrived for those 

partaking in the human experience of the world and its moral situations, and if the man-

ner in which Al operators/agent experience the world isn't (yet) by then, at that point 

what is there left to do with criminal obligation/liability?[67] It is critical to take note 

of that despite the fact that AI consciousness is still not at a similar dimension of limit 

with regards to scholarly and passionate speculation as people, it might just one-day be-

as incalculable works of sci-fi have been endeavouring to caution us. In the event that 

and when that day comes, the circumstance may be altogether different with respect to 

criminal law and its application to Al operators/agent. On that day, we might be set up 

to straightforwardly attribute criminal obligation to Al performing artists and see them 

as similarly equipped for settling on morally educated decisions and carrying out bad 

behaviour we may even welcome each other to partake in the authoritative and legal 

procedure of reacting to wrongdoing.[68] Be that as it may, up to that point, criminal 

law probably won't be the fitting vessel for considering Al specialists/agent responsible. 

Albeit criminal law conveys with it an implication of good judgment that is particularly 

socially wanted in circumstances of mischief to other people, particularly in genuine 

wrongdoings, for example, real damage or executing, a milder variant of the State's 

forces to restrict and rebuff conduct may be progressively suitable for instance, author-

itative assents or an entirely different field of law in the middle. The longing to call an 

authorization "criminal" and all things considered fulfil the need to react to unfortunate 

direct by the gravity and goals that criminal law intends to convey with them, bear a 

covered up yet pivotal threat. Rather than fortifying our reaction to destructive and un-

fair conduct, it may very well debilitate our impression of what criminal law is and what 

it has the ability to do, and in this manner qualify it with a level of levity that will thusly 

enable us to think little of its capability to cause hurt on people and sap our watchfulness 

concerning its advances.[69] 
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4 AI AS A SUBJECT OF LAW 

Within the current and prospective legislation across the world using AI as a subject 

of law looking above the mentioned restraints mostly many countries are fast to make 

the necessary and important legislative framework as to solve the issue pertaining to 

regulating AI as a newly formed subject of law as designed by advisory councils.[70] 

 

Thus, in the House of Lords (Shead, 2017), the UK constituted the AI Committee. 

With respect to AI legal definition and legal status as an individual person, the US gov-

ernment does not struggle to take these issues in considerations. Section 3 of the bill on 

AI gives the general definitions of AI as follows [71]: - 

 

- Artificial systems capable of performing tasks without human presence (autono-

mous systems) 

 

-  Systems that think as by analogy with the human brain and are able to pass the 

Turing test or another comparable test by processing natural language, representing 

knowledge, automated reasoning and learning. 

 

-  Systems that act rationally achieve goals through perception, planning, reasoning, 

learning, communication, decision making and action (Cantwell, 2017). 

 

As, per EU countries they pay very particular attention towards making legal regula-

tion for self-driving cars. The German Traffic Act (Czarnecki, 2017) put the responsi-

bility on the owner to manage and work on an automated or semi-automated car as it 

contemplates only a partial involvement of the Federal Ministry of Transport and the 

Digital Infrastructure. As presented in the EU resolution on robotics (European Parlia-

ment Resolution, 2017), they talked about the most current, comprehensive and condu-

cive approach to the definition of present and potential legislation in terms of robotics. 

It explains the types of AI use, ethics, covering all the liability issues, and for operators, 

developers, and manufacturers in the field of robotics- provides basic rules of conduct, 

these norms are based on three laws of robot technology--by Azimov (1942).[72] 

 

Firstly, the autonomy of the robot as provided with AI-is the first key issue. 

 

Secondly, it talks about the involvement of the third-party in controlling the robot. If 

we go by the current legal framework of the present legislation, then the new legal issues 

comes out regarding the liability of robot-for action or inaction, who will bear the re-

sponsibility? Would it be the user, software developer, or manufacturer? [73] 
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Here the question as raises by the EU resolution is on the issue of liability- in case of 

robot who caused damage to others depending on its own decision itself, based on the 

given algorithms and the definition of the third party who will become liable to pay the 

compensation- this notion will become impossible now. Though at the same time, a 

special attention will be given to AI, laying down the principles of neural networks 

known as self-learning mechanism, where no prediction can be done in principle and as 

a result, the present legal structure will not be handicap to take into account their actions 

respectively, and as a result it will determine/fix the guilty party in this process as well. 

So, they end up saying in this EU resolution that it is a very important legal document 

pertaining to legal harmonization in the field of AI-robotic. [74] 

4.1 Challenges to AI as separate subject of law- Not equal to man 

A challenge is treating AI as a new subject of law which needs to be governed by 

different rules of law where it is surely not equal to man. In the ongoing discussion of 

the EU countries, the EU Parliament and Russia, discussed about the robotics-and its 

legislative initiatives which is in vigour and assumed to be similar in kind. So, because 

the robot has restricted legal capacity so all the liability for their actions will be borne 

by the owners only, dealing with the number of other demanding factors as well. The 

EU resolution does not nudge into this issue which is very much possible in the robotic 

application.[75] 

In the case of drone, now using drone as a tool for the purpose of taking and fulfilling 

an order under the guidance and control of serviceman- the legal liability will be im-

posed upon the serviceman only for its proper or improper use. Supposedly, using robot 

for the purposes of military use, now the threat and risk to a person that has been caused 

by using robot as a tool to complete the respective tasks. Therefore, using robot contra-

dicts the fundamental principles of Azimov which has formed the basis of the EU reso-

lution which was later used as an analogy for drafting the bill. Even many other coun-

tries have started using robots (drones) for military purposes like Russia. [76] 

Now, this arises many conflicting questions in Azimov principles and the EU legis-

lation, so forth regarding the applications and its dual use for the purposes of current 

robotic AI. 

Another important factor which needs to be taken into account is the lack of autono-

mous function of the robot. [77] And this is what made this robot as good as just another 

vehicle of different kind. So the need for the â€˜modernized machine is the additional 

regulation requirements which needs to meet for fulfilling this criteria in the spirit of 

the law, which seems to be disappear now because the liability for any of the actions 

lies solely on the owners, developer and so forth. In case of complete autonomy of a 

robot as given under would exonerate the third party liability for any actions of the AI 

robot, as highlighted by the EU resolution which needs more considerations and specific 
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solutions over it. Eventually, they ended-up saying the authority of the national execu-

tive agencies needs to specify in a separate/different legislative act about robotics rather 

than going on for any of the country Civil Code.[78] 

5  COMPARATIVE STUDIES BETWEEN INDIA, 

CALIFORNIA AND GERMANY WITH RESPECT TO 

ALREADY EXISTING LEGISLATION ON VEHICLES 

What law we have in India.  

 Though by virtue of Section 2 of the Indian Penal Code, 1860, every person•is 

liable to punishment under the Penal Code, so the word person includes a company or 

association under Section 11 of I.P.C. Thus, a corporation is liable to punishment under 

the Code. 

 

  Offences in Relation to Use of Motor Vehicles which are Punishable under Indian 

Penal Code. 

 

-   Rash Driving or Riding on Public Way under Section 279 of Indian Penal Code 

[79] 

 

-   Causing Death by Negligence under Section 304A of Indian Penal Code [80] 

 

-   Act Endangering Life or Personal Safety of Others under Section 336 of Indian 

Penal Code [81] 

 

-   Causing Hurt by Act Endangering Life or Personal Safety of Others under Section 

337 of Indian Penal Code[82] 

 

-   Causing Grievous Hurt by Act Endangering Life or Personal Safety of Others 

under Section 338 of Indian Penal Code [83] 

 

Grant of Compensation 

 

Hearing of Accused Necessary under Section 357 (1) of Criminal Procedure Code 

(Cr.P.C.) which deals with a situation when a court imposes a fine or sentence of which 

fine also forms a part. Its discretion of the court- to order as to how the whole or any 

part of the fine recovered to be applied. For bringing in application of section 357 (1) it 

is statutory requirement that fine is imposed. Section 357 (5) it talks about the situation 

where the court imposes the compensation/damages in any subsequent civil suit relating 
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to the same/similar matter, while awarding compensation/damages, the court is required 

to take in to account any sum paid or recovered as compensation/damages under section 

357 of the Criminal Procedure Code (Cr.P.C.) 

What law we have in California.  

Offences in Relation to Use of Motor Vehicles which are Punishable under California 

Criminal Code, 1872. [84] 

 

-   Vehicular under Section 192 sub-section 2(c) of the California Penal Code, 1872 

 

Another section which is newly added to the list under the, Section 38750-38751 of 

Autonomous Vehicle defines under the Vehicle Code of California, 1959[85] 

 

(a)Â This section talks about the definition part like what does:[86] 

 

  Autonomous technology means, it is a technology that has the capability to drive a 

vehicle without the active physical control or monitoring by a human operator•. 

 

  How does it define Autonomous vehicle in this section, so it means any vehicle 

equipped with autonomous technology that has been integrated into that vehicle. 

 

  Sub-Clause(B) talks about An autonomous vehicle does not include a vehicle that 

is equipped with one or more collision avoidance systems, including, but not limited to, 

electronic blind spot assistance, automated emergency braking systems, park assist, 

adaptive cruise control, lane keep assist, lane departure warning, traffic jam and queuing 

assist, or other similar systems that enhance safety or provide driver assistance, but are 

not capable, collectively or singularly, of driving the vehicle without the active control 

or monitoring of a human operator•. 

 

  Sub-clause (4) defines the term operator of an autonomous vehicle is the person 

who is seated in the driver seat, or, if there is no person in the driver seat, causes the 

autonomous technology to engage. 

 

  Sub-clause (5) defines manufacturer of autonomous technology is the person as de-

fined in Section 470 that originally manufactures a vehicle and equips autonomous tech-

nology on the originally completed vehicle or, in the case of a vehicle not originally 

equipped with autonomous technology by the vehicle manufacturer, the person that 

modifies the vehicle by installing autonomous technology to convert it to an autono-

mous vehicle after the vehicle was originally manufactured. 
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  Sub-section (b) talks about an autonomous vehicle may be operated on public roads 

for testing purposes by a driver who possesses the proper class of license for the type of 

vehicle being operated if all of the following requirements are met: 

 

  (1) The autonomous vehicle is being operated on roads in this state solely by em-

ployees, contractors, or other persons designated by the manufacturer of the autono-

mous technology.  

  (2) The driver shall be seated in the driver seat, monitoring the safe operation of the 

autonomous vehicle, and capable of taking over immediate manual control of the au-

tonomous vehicle in the event of an autonomous technology failure or other emergency. 

 

  Sub-section (c) of (A): The autonomous vehicle has a mechanism to engage and 

disengage the autonomous technology that is easily accessible to the operator. 

 

  Sub-section (c) of (B): The autonomous vehicle has a visual indicator inside the 

cabin to indicate when the autonomous technology is engaged. 

 

  Sub-clause(C) The autonomous vehicle has a system to safely alert the operator if 

an autonomous technology failure is detected while the autonomous technology is en-

gaged, and when an alert is given, the system shall do either of the following: 

 

(i) Require the operator to take control of the autonomous vehicle. 

 

(ii) If the operator does not or is unable to take control of the autonomous vehicle, 

the autonomous vehicle shall be capable of coming to a complete stop. [87] 

 

And, Section 38755 of the Vehicle Code of California talks about authorized to con-

duct a pilot project for the testing of autonomous vehicles that do not have a driver 

seated in the driver seat and are not equipped with a steering wheel, a brake pedal, or 

an accelerator. [88] 

 

 

 

What law we have in Germany.  

Offences in Relation to Use of Motor Vehicles which are Punishable under German 

Criminal Code. [89] 
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-   Dangerous interference with road traffic under Section 315 b of German Criminal 

Code [90] 

 

-   Endangering road traffic under Section 315 c of German Criminal Code [91] 

 

-   Driving under influence of drink or drugs under Section 316 of German Criminal 

Code [92] 

6   CASE-STUDY ON AI 

Random Darknet Shopper: A case study 

 

In Switzerland, a piece of software which is known by the name of Random Darknet 

Shopper created by an artistic, was into functions once a week to run/access the deep 

web-which is a hidden portion of the Internet, which purchased an item randomly. So, 

the Random Darkent Shopper bought many items namely- a pair of fake diesel jeans, 

baseball cap with a hidden or secret camera, 200 Chesterfield cigarettes, and a set of 

fire-brigade master keys along with ten ecstasy pills. Now, it all came under notice of 

the local St Gallen Police Force, who now seized the physical computer hardware which 

used to run the Random Darknet Shopper, along with all belongings which he pur-

chased. 

Intriguingly, for purchasing an illegal controlled substance, both the human designers 

and the AI system were held liable/charged for this purchase as an offence. Then, after 

three months, the charges were dropped which resultant into releasing of all property to 

the concerned person-artistic, leaving behind all the ecstasy, which has already de-

stroyed.[93] 

In 2011, Nevada was the main state to permit and control the activity of self-driving 

vehicles, and starting at 2017, thirty-three states have acquainted enactment that is con-

nected with the issue; twenty of them have just passed significant enactment, and a fur-

ther five have seen important official requests issued. [94] 

7 Conclusions 

     For as long as couple of decades, artificial intelligence reasoning (AI) appeared 

as though something out of a sci-fi work; the idea of a AI judgment that could increase 

adequate independence so as to make its own, autonomous decisions is still very new 

for most. As of late, fast technological advancement has prompted items that have de-

veloped to progressively join Al components. From shrewd items to automatons to the 

Internet of Things, social reality has progressed past what was innovatively attainable 
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when applicable laws were drawn up and established. Savvy specialized frameworks 

that can work without consistent human info suggest a lot of conversation starters espe-

cially trying for ideas notable for criminal law and its application by and by. Savvy 

vehicles that can securely explore traffic are not really a dream any longer; they have 

been being developed for a few years now, and the principal forms are as of now in the 

city of major U.S. urban communities. Operation of autonomous cars accompanies have 

incredible focal points: it will apparently expand versatility for social gatherings like 

the older or individuals with handicaps, it will give more noteworthy security out and 

about by giving a progressively tranquil travel to proficient drivers and seemingly en-

sure expanded adherence to traffic laws, just as enable drivers to be increasingly bene-

ficial when voyaging, as the autonomous vehicle could assume control generally. The 

eventual fate of independent autos is as yet not by any stretch of the imagination 

moulded as forms dependent on a differing level of robotization are created, some re-

quiring a reserve human driver and others being completely self-sufficient, yet autono-

mous vehicles, all in all, depend intensely on Al so as to work. The coming of what is 

by all accounts the principal mass use of Al in regular daily existence and specifically 

one that massively influences transportation as fundamental human movement that is 

strongly managed by law and where sufficient open doors can emerge for criminal law 

to intercede will without a doubt have suggestions that will influence how criminal law 

is interpreted and how it is connected. More than that, it will give a significant chance 

to return to and think about conventional criminal law ideas, for example, personhood, 

hurt; what's more, at-fault since it will present another "specialist" into the customary 

organization range that is characterized by able human performing artists. 
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or driving a vehicle in the commission of a lawful act which might produce death, in an 

unlawful manner, and with gross negligence. 
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downloading and storing the data. The data shall be preserved for three years after the 

date of the collision. 
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[90] Section 315 c: Endangering road traffic 

 

  (1) Whoever, in road traffic, 

 

  1. drives a vehicle although they are not in a condition to drive the vehicle safely 

 

  a) due to having consumed alcoholic drinks or other intoxicating substances or 

 

  b) due to mental or physical deficiencies, or 

 

  2. in gross violation of road traffic regulations and carelessly 

 

  a) does not observe the right of way, 

 

  b) overtakes improperly or otherwise drives improperly in the process of overtak-

ing, 

 

  c) drives improperly in the vicinity of pedestrian crossings, 

 

  d) drives too fast in places with poor visibility, at road crossings, junctions or rail-

way crossings, 
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  e) fails to keep to the right-hand side of the road in places with poor visibility, 

 

  f) turns, drives backwards or contrary to the direction of traffic, or attempts to do so 

on a motorway or a main road or 

 

  g) fails to make vehicles which have stopped or broken down recognisable at a suf-

ficient distance although this is required to ensure the safety of traffic, and thereby en-

dangers the life or limb of another person or property of significant value belonging to 

another, incurs a penalty of imprisonment for a term not exceeding five years or a fine. 

 

  (2) In the cases under subsection (1) no. 1, the attempt is punishable. 

 

  (3) Whoever, in the cases under subsection (1), 

 

  1. causes the danger by negligence or 

 

  2. acts negligently and causes the danger by negligence incurs a penalty of impris-

onment for a term not exceeding two years or a fine. 

 

[91] Section 315 c: Endangering road traffic 

 

  (1) Whoever, in road traffic, 

 

  1. drives a vehicle although they are not in a condition to drive the vehicle safely 

 

  a) due to having consumed alcoholic drinks or other intoxicating substances or 

 

  b) due to mental or physical deficiencies, or 

 

2. in gross violation of road traffic regulations and carelessly 

 

  a) does not observe the right of way, 

 

  b) overtakes improperly or otherwise drives improperly in the process of overtak-

ing, 

 

c) drives improperly in the vicinity of pedestrian crossings, 
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d) drives too fast in places with poor visibility, at road crossings, junctions or railway 

crossings, 

 

e) fails to keep to the right-hand side of the road in places with poor visibility, 

 

  f) turns, drives backwards or contrary to the direction of traffic, or attempts to do so 

on a motorway or a main road or 

 

  g) fails to make vehicles which have stopped or broken down recognisable at a suf-

ficient distance although this is required to ensure the safety of traffic, and thereby en-

dangers the life or limb of another person or property of significant value belonging to 

another, incurs a penalty of imprisonment for a term not exceeding five years or a fine. 

 

(2) In the cases under subsection (1) no. 1, the attempt is punishable. 

 

(3) Whoever, in the cases under subsection (1), 

 

1. causes the danger by negligence or 

 

  2. acts negligently and causes the danger by negligence incurs a penalty of impris-

onment for a term not exceeding two years or a fine. 

 

[92] Section 316: Driving under influence of drink or drugs 

 

  (1) Whoever drives a vehicle in traffic (sections 315 to 315e) although they are not 

in a condition to drive the vehicle safely due to having consumed alcoholic drinks or 

other intoxicating substances incurs a penalty of imprisonment for a term not exceeding 

one year or a fine, unless the offence is subject to a penalty under section 315a or 315c. 

 

(2) Whoever commits the offence negligently also incurs the penalty specified in 

subsection (1) 
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